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1) Words of Wisdom for You to Ignore

2) Demon Bacteria

3) Bacteria as Organisms and not as Slot 
Machines (briefly)



 First, what I have learned in life so far:

(0) Publish or perish.  What don’t you understand about that?

2) There are no stupid questions.....only stupid people.

3) Experiment trumps theory every time. Every time!  Except when 
you don’t do the experiment.

4) If you talk to a mediocre molecular biologist, do exactly the 
OPPOSITE of what s/he says: you can’t go wrong because they totally 
lack imagination.



2) Demon Bacteria



John Hopfield started all of this 27 years ago:



Maxwell's demon was an agent with an infinitely 
fast gate and infinite information about the 
position and speed of gas molecules which are 
separated by the gate.

The demon agent uses information about the 
molecules in deciding whether to admit a particle. 
The pressure Maxwell demon is a form of 
Maxwell's demon which creates a number density 
difference                             between chambers 
containing a gas.

∆ρ = ρle f t−ρright



Maxwell’s Demon at work?



This number density results in a chemical 
potential difference

which can be used as a source of free energy, 
but such a chemical energy created by a 
population difference must ultimately have a 
energy source, either informational or 
mechanical.

∆µ = nQ log(ρle f t/ρright)



Well, this device had better not 
work at the molecular level 
without a computational agent (a 
Demon, perhaps Bill Gates), or we 
are all in trouble.



In a probable career-ending move, my post-doc 
Peter Galajda saw my toy and wondered what 
bacteria would do....so he made a micro one for 
bacteria at Cornell CNF.





Howard Berg and Will Ryu
Motile bacteria do a random walk, sort of.
(don’t confuse with Brownian motion!)







The motion of swimming bacteria such as  
E. coli is not the brownian motion of a 
particle which cannot swim, but rather in 
the absence of chemotaxis (computation) is 
a random walk characterized by a finite 
run length lp between randomizing tumbles.

 Under the conditions of our experiment 
the observed distance lp between 
randomizing tumbles was about 50 
microns, and lp sets the scale at which our 
funnels can work.
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This doesn’t explain anything, it just puts numbers in.





You need funnels: flat openings do nothing.



In light of Purcell’s gorgeous “Life at Low Reynold’s Number”, 
one can ask where the time-irreversibility comes from, 
since the Navier-Stokes Eq. at low Re is even under time 
reversal if you change the sign of the forces:
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“Suppose I run your movie forward – the bugs are evenly 
distributed, then go to one side and then assume a random 
array of swimmers . 

Now instead I start with a random set of swimmers on the
back side of the funnel I run the movie and they should go back 
to the up side of the funnels. They don’t. So that’s what bugged 
me. What’s the answer?”- Paul Chaikin

This experiment has bothered Paul Chaikin.



Bacteria are asymmetrical swimmers: motor
is at one end.  What is the critical symmetry 
breaking element in this system? Walls or 
motor placement?



Swimming bacteria follow walls, presumably 
a hydrodynamic effect. Not reversible, 10-
fold phase space compression.



One answer to Paul’s question is that in fact and of 
course the particle distribution on the concentrated 
side is NOT random, and cannot be.  It must have 
imprinted in it the asymmetry of the interaction 
which caused the effect, in effect imprinted 
information, but rather cryptically...



If you stack these walls, the damn thing acts 
like a pump that sucks the living from the 
living dead.

ZOMBIES!



Demon powered vacuum pump!



This isn’t TOTALLY useless. 

1) Motile, live, microorganisms can be separated, 
concentrated from suspensions, and they can be 
'guided' by the Demon into specific, enclosed 
chambers.



2) Use such structures in evolution on a chip 
experiments, where motile bacteria face food 
gradients in the ``wrong'' funnel direction, providing 
a selection pressure against the Demon's wishes.  

Can bacteria can learn to swim in different ways 
than the the Demon wants to force them to move?  



3) Bacteria as Organisms and not as Slot 
Machines.



There is a movement afoot across the land 
and across Washington Road at Princeton 
in certain Institutes and in certain courses 
that try to emphasize the dominant 
influence of statistics in biology, as if 
biology was just a subset of statistical 
mechanics.

I sort of hate that, hence my fall from grace 
to Zombie Land in Jadwin at Princeton, and 
the unwarranted seizure of my kick 
scooters by The Man.



(A)                                       (B)                                             (C)

Sewall Wright in 1932 understood the inherent stability and 
evolutionary adaptibility of  Metapopulations.



A nanofabricated habitat landscape.



Reductionist: 0-D MHP (a single MHP): Hong Kong
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"In the logistic eq., 
the growth rate R is 
a function of time 
to replicate, time to 
die, the food 
concentration, your 
metabolic rate

dwMEP

dt
= !(wr!wMEP)!

"wMEP

#r

The food in the MEP
is a function of how fast
it diffuses in, the difference
in food concentration in the 
feed and the MEP, and how fast
the food is consumed.



Depending on parameters, you can move from extinction with 
food left over (!) to steady-state with no oscillations.



FOOD

DATA

MODEL

Bacterial populations overshoot, crash, and recover
as food diffuses in.  Spikes are.....new GASP strains?
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The next step up will be to incorporate the 
funnels walls into Keymer-land, to make the 
fitness landscape not only a function of 
resources, but also topological complexity.

My own gut feeling is that 4 billion years of 
evolution have made even lowly bacteria 
collective demons that are far, far more clever at 
game theory then we understand right now, which 
is why our drugs and medicines are failing.

You can’t beat Maxwell’s Demon if they gang up 
on you, you learn to coexist.



Finally: If you aren’t seriously pissing 
off somebody, you aren’t doing your job 
as a physicist!

Thanks!!!




